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MASTER MUFFLER IS NOW MASTER AUTOTECH. Learn more.

×Master Muffler is now Master AutoTech
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Learn more about our new brand
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	Locations Map

UTAH


	Bountiful
	Brigham City
	Clearfield
	Kearns
	Layton
	Logan
	Millcreek
	Murray
	Ogden
	South Ogden
	Ogden Downtown
	Orem
	Orem South
	Provo
	Riverton
	Sandy
	Downtown Main
	Downtown State
	South Salt Lake
	Tooele
	West Jordan
	West Valley

IDAHO


	Burley
	Jerome
	Pocatello
	Twin Falls

OREGON


	Medford
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Master AutoTech

West Valley





Come in and experience hassle-free auto care that keeps you on the road.

Call Now (801) 416-3972
Request an Estimate
Book An Appointment
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				Master AutoTech

West Valley

4118 W 3500 S

West Valley, UT 84120


M-F: 7:30 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.

Sat: 7:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.


(801) 416-3972


Call Now









West Valleys’s Auto Repair Experts

Our passionate team of experts is devoted to delivering high-caliber automotive repair services. From small vehicles, SUVs, and trucks alike – our specialists have the experience necessary to meet your needs! Tune-ups, alignments, brake repairs…you name it; we do it all! 

No matter what issue you’re confronted with in relation to your ride – our technicians will diagnose the problem swiftly before taking care of the fix without hesitation or delay. Plus, not only does fast service come at an affordable price but our end goal is for you back out on those roads quicker than ever before!
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Muffler & Exhaust

We provide standard and custom exhaust replacement and upgrades.


See Mufflers & Exhaust
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Catalytic Converter

Catalytic converters increase fuel efficiency and reduce toxic fumes.


See Catalytic Converters
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Brakes

Regular brake component inspection is important to ensure safety.


See Brakes
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A/C

Beat the summer heat with a tuned and charged A/C.


See A/C Services
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Hybrid & EV Repair

Discover the full range of our comprehensive electric vehicle repair services.


See EV Repair
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Engine Diagnostics

Engine light on? We offer engine diagnostics.


See Engine Diagnostics
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Tune Ups

Keep your vehicle running smoothly and efficiently with routine tune ups from our expert technicians.


See Tune Ups
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Engine Repair

We service any make or model and make sure we do quality work at a fair price.


See Engine Repair
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Alignments

Boost handling and tire durability with regular alignments.


See Alignments
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Tires

We offer services such as tire rotation, balance, and installation.


See Tires
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Shocks & Struts

Stay in control on the road with our shocks, struts, and suspension repair services.


See Shocks & Struts
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Transmissions

We have you covered for transmission issues, repairs, or maintenance.


See Transmissions
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Oil Changes

Keep your car running at peak performance with our full service oil changes.


See Oil Changes
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Emissions

We can take care of your Utah State Emissions testing.


See Emissions
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Hear from Our Customers

To learn more about the quality of our service and the benefits we provide please read the testimonials from our customers.







“I’ve brought in two vehicles in the last week. The first is my business van for which they tested the catalytic converters and found one to be completely blocked off. After replacement the engine breathes like it should and pulls stronger than I ever remember it being. My second vehicle is a 2002 Toyota Camry. Rather than replace the catalytic converter they were able to perform a repair to the flex portion of the catalytic converter assembly for only $147! Thank you Brent!”












~ Doug M.






“I love this place. It’s the only place I’ll take my car! The staff is so kind and knowledgeable, and I never feel like they are ripping me off or telling me that I need to fix things that don’t need to be fixed. They always take great care of my old car and give me the best tips for me to do what I can to keep it running too! They are always super fast and when it’s something that will take a long time to fix, they’re so good about calling me and keeping me updated on the progress! I love this Master muffler location!”












~ Jessie N.






“Both Brent and Jacob provide phenomenal customer service. They are so personable and just seem to be genuinely caring people. I took my car in for the advertised $80 A/C service and drove away with cool air. A couple weeks later, it stopped working and Brent offered to do the service again, not only at no cost but taking the car overnight for a more thorough service. They found a problem with the A/C hose and worked to replace it quickly, efficiently and for a fair, honest price. Upon picking up the car again, we actually ended up leaving our 2nd vehicle with them to be looked at for other issues because we felt so comfortable and trusting in this shop! We’re so appreciative of the good service so far and plan on calling these guys up whenever we need more work done.”












~ Kaesie S.






“These guys at this Master Muffler are absolutely the BEST!!!! I 100% trust their judgment when it comes to cars. I brought my last car to them and they took incredible care of it. I was looking to buy a used car and every car I brought them, they checked and told me if it was a good quality car or not. I highly recommend if you don’t have a mechanic you trust, to come see Jacob!”












~ Jocelyn B






“They did good and honest work exchanging the exhaust manifold. My car sounds brand new! The mechanic called a few days after and wanted to make sure there were no issues. Exceptional service from exceptional folks.”












~ Tanner L.






“Great experience from the time I called all the way through coming in & getting my car fixed. They were nice, upfront & even brought me down to see what they were going to do. I highly recommend them if you have any muffler issues!”












~ Amelia M.










Why Choose Master AutoTech West Valley

Master AutoTech West Valley is determined to deliver unparalleled customer service. Our expert technicians are devoted to delivering unbeatable quality on each and every job, utilizing the newest technologies and techniques available. Plus, we make scheduling simple with our online booking system – just select a time that works for you!

If you have any questions about our services or repair process, don’t hesitate to reach out; our friendly staff will be more than happy to provide answers. Visit Master AutoTech West Valley now for all your automotive needs!


(801) 416-3972
Meet Our Team
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					Master Muffler Is Now Master AutoTech

We are excited to announce that Master Muffler is now Master AutoTech! We’ve long grown beyond our humble beginnings as a muffler shop, and have adopted a new brand that reflects our ability to provide full-service auto care. That’s why we have rebranded as Master AutoTech: a one-stop shop for all automotive needs!


Find a Location Near You
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@MasterAutoTech


@MasterAutoTech
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